Abstract-This paper describes a new algorithm for cooperative and persistent simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) using multiple robots. Recent pose graph representations have proven very successful for single robot mapping and localization. Among these methods, incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) gives an exact incremental solution to the SLAM problem by solving a full nonlinear optimization problem in real-time. In this paper, we present a novel extension to iSAM to facilitate online multi-robot mapping based on multiple pose graphs. Our main contribution is a relative formulation of the relationship between multiple pose graphs that avoids the initialization problem and leads to an efficient solution when compared to a completely global formulation. The relative pose graphs are optimized together to provide a globally consistent multi-robot solution. Efficient access to covariances at any time for relative parameters is provided through iSAM, facilitating data association and loop closing. The performance of the technique is illustrated on various data sets including a publicly available multi-robot data set. Further evaluation is performed in a collaborative helicopter and ground robot experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a novel extension to incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) [1] that facilitates multirobot mapping based on multiple pose graphs. The goal is a scalable, general purpose technique that can apply to multiple mobile robots and/or multiple missions executed in the same environment simultaneously or at different times. The approach combines inter-robot constraints, which arise when one robot encounters another robot, or two robots observe the same part of the environment, with conventional single robot pose graphs in a manner that maintains computational efficiency and preserves consistency, using the concept of "base nodes" [2] . This provides advances over previous work, such as Howard [3] and Andersson [4] in several ways. Our approach deals with uncertainty in inter-robot constraints, and handles multiple encounters between robots. In addition, our approach is fully recursive and provides a globally consistent solution for all robots at any time. With consistent solution we mean that the correct least squares estimate based on all measurements is obtained.
SLAM techniques that use pose graphs (also known as view-based representations) [1] , [5] - [10] are attractive for their robustness and computational efficiency. These methods have demonstrated successful performance on a variety of challenging large-scale vision [5] , [6] , [9] and lidar [1] , [7] , [8] , [10] data sets. These methods efficiently solve the Cooperative mapping using a quadrotor and a ground robot. The quadrotor can access spaces which the ground robot cannot enter. Both robots are equipped with Hokuyo laser range finders with 30 meter range and 270 degrees viewing angle. Encounters are generated using a camera on the quadrotor to detect the checkerboard pattern on the ground robot and are refined by scan matching. The experiment was performed in the loading dock area of the Stata Center. We show an enlarged part of the map at the time of an encounter, overlaid on a floorplan. Data from the ground robot is shown in blue, for the quadrotor in red, and the encounters are shown in green. See Fig. 8 for the full map and more details.
core batch/recursive SLAM state estimation problem on a graph of constraints derived from sensor observations and proprioceptive measurements. The motivation for our work is to extend these pose graph SLAM techniques so that they may be applied in a distributed, multi-robot setting.
Multi-robot mapping introduces several additional challenges beyond those encountered in single robot SLAM. Measurements between robots introduce additional constraints, which we refer to as encounters [3] , see Fig. 1 for an example. Direct encounters occur when one robot observes another robot, providing a constraint on the relative pose of the robots at a single time step. An indirect encounter occurs when two robots observe the same part of an environment (not necessarily at the same time), allowing a constraint to be estimated between the positions of two robots at the respective time steps. Initialization is a key issuewhen another robot is first encountered, how is the initial estimate for the robots' relative pose estimated? Multi-robot mapping also raises the issues of consistency, computational efficiency, and communications requirements. It is important to ensure that measurements are not utilized more than once, which would lead to overconfidence, as information flows through the distributed pose graph network. State-of-the-art algorithms exploit sparsity to efficiently handle large numbers of constraints. This paper does not consider the potential impact of constrained communications between robots, and assumes full, high-bandwidth connectivity between robots when they encounter one another.
While there is a substantial body of work on cooperative SLAM by multiple robots [3] , [11] - [17] , there has been limited work on cooperative SLAM using a pose graph approach. Thrun and Liu [14] formulated the multi-robot SLAM problem using the sparse extended information filter. This work highlighted the importance of the initialization problem -determining the relative pose of one robot to another at the first encounter. Whereas most early work in multi-robot SLAM assumed that initial relative poses of the robots are known [12] , [18] , Thrun and Liu handled initialization within the SEIF framework.
Howard [3] developed a particle filter based SLAM algorithm with experimental results for cooperative mapping by four robots using laser sensing. The approach assumes that the first encounter between two robots is perfectly accurate, making it unnecessary to consider subsequent encounters. A key motivation for our work is to relax this assumption, allowing data to be shared for multiple, uncertain encounters, converging towards the optimal solution over time, sacrificing neither consistency nor computational efficiency.
Our work uses incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) [1] as the core state estimation engine. iSAM extends the original batch square root SAM work by Dellaert [19] to provide an efficient incremental solution to the full SLAM problem (solving for the full vehicle trajectory, without filtering) based on updating a factorization of the information matrix. Based on this square root information matrix, iSAM also provides efficient access to the exact marginal covariances needed for data association and loop closing [20] .
In the literature on smoothing and mapping (SAM) approaches, two works stand out as most relevant to this paper, Tectonic SAM [2] and C-SAM [4] . Firstly, Ni et al. [2] developed Tectonic SAM, a large-scale mapping approach based on submap decomposition. Tectonic SAM uses "base nodes" to represent the relative pose of each submap, providing a computational speedup as submaps can be efficiently separated from one another. The base nodes in Tectonic SAM are mathematically equivalent to the "anchor nodes" we use in this paper (described below), however the context in which they are applied is very different. Tectonic SAM addresses batch, single robot, large-scale mapping using submaps, whereas our focus is on online multi-robot SLAM in a common global frame without separately optimizing submaps and a separator. Also, in contrast to Tectonic SAM we do not make any approximations related to the separator, but rather perform one large incremental optimization over all pose graphs. Secondly, Andersson et al. [4] developed a multi-robot version of SAM called C-SAM. The C-SAM algorithm has some similarities with our approach, but several crucial differences: (a) the focus of C-SAM is on the alignment and merging of multiple feature-based landmark maps [21] , whereas our approach is based on pose graph representations and (b) C-SAM is a batch algorithm, whereas our algorithm is recursive. Further, our algorithm has been extensively tested with real data whereas published results for C-SAM only cover simulations with two robots.
Unlike Tectonic SAM and C-SAM, our method provides a recursive solution, while still providing a globally consistent solution for all robot trajectories and the relative parameters in real time. The relative parameters are optimized together with the pose graphs by solving a nonlinear least squares problem based on a QR factorization [1] , providing the exact solution for all robot trajectories in the global frame. The uncertainty of the relative parameters can also be calculated efficiently. The performance of the technique is illustrated with a variety of data sets, including a publicly available multi-robot laser data set provided by Howard [3] and a laser data set acquired jointly by a helicopter and a ground robot, using vision for inter-robot observations.
II. APPROACH
We present a probabilistic formulation of the multi-robot SLAM problem based on pose graphs. Pose graphs are a common solution for single robot localization and mapping, in which all current and past robot poses form a Markov chain connected by odometry measurements, with additional constraints between arbitrary poses for loop closing events. Solving a pose graph formulation is also known as smoothing, and in contrast to filtering allows one to correctly deal with nonlinear measurements. Several algorithms for solving the pose graph in a recursive formulation have been presented. We choose to use incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) [1] , because it provides an efficient solution without need for approximations, and allows efficient access to the estimation uncertainties. We first extend iSAM to deal with multiple robot trajectories simultaneously in a global reference frame. We then present a relative formulation that is advantageous in terms of faster convergence speed, while still providing a globally consistent solution.
A. Multiple Pose Graphs in a Global Frame
We first formulate the multi-robot mapping problem in a single global coordinate frame using one pose graph for each robot trajectory. Fig. 2a shows an example for two robots, with the Markov chains for each robot clearly visible. The pose variables are shown as blue shaded circles, and measurements as small black discs. For R robots, the trajectory of robot r ∈ {0 ...R − 1} is given by M r + 1 pose variables {x r i } M r i=0 . As each trajectory by itself is under-constrained, we fix that gauge freedom by introducing a prior p r for each trajectory r. The prior can be chosen arbitrarily, but for simplicity is chosen to be the origin. Measurements between poses of a single trajectory are of one of two types: The most 5RERW 5RERW (a) Two pose graphs for two robots without encounters. Each trajectory is anchored by a prior p r on its first pose that can be chosen arbitrarily (typically chosen to be the origin). For simplicity, we omit the concept of loop closing constraints here.
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(b) Two encounters expressed as additional constraints connecting the pose graphs of the two robots. Note that encounters can be based on one robot observing the other (yielding a synchronized constraint such as c 1 ), or more generally by a common observation of the environment detected for example by scan matching (yielding a constraint that connects poses created at arbitrary times).
(c) The same encounters as in (b), but using our relative formulation. We introduce anchors Δ r for each trajectory that specify the offset of the trajectory with respect to a common global frame. Each encounter measurement now additionally connects to the anchors of both trajectories. In contrast to typical SLAM, pose constraints in our formulation can influence more than two variables. For visualization, we therefore use the factor graph representation, which directly corresponds to the entries in the measurement Jacobian as described in [22] . Small black discs represent measurements (factors), and larger blue shaded circles represent variables. The lines indicate dependencies, where black lines are used for normal pose constraints and red lines for encounters. frequent type of measurement connects successive poses, and is based on odometry measurements or scan matching. Another type of measurement connects two arbitrary poses, representing loop closing constraints. Although supported in our implementation, for simplicity we omit loop closing constraints from the presentation in this paper and show only constraints u r i between successive poses x r i−1 and x r i in the example in Fig. 2a .
In our discussion so far the robot trajectories are completely independent, which we now change by introducing the concept of encounters. An encounter c between two robots r and r is a measurement that connects two robot poses x r i and x r i . An example is shown in Fig. 2b , with the dependencies between measurement and poses shown as red lines. Note that we do not make any assumptions about synchronization here. In particular, measurement c 1 in Fig. 2b connects poses taken at the same time, which can for example arise from an observation of one robot by the other. But more generally, an observation can connect poses taken at different times, and can for example be derived from scan matching of observations taken at arbitrary times. An example is the measurement c 2 in Fig. 2b .
We take a probabilistic approach for estimating the actual robot trajectories based on all measurements. The joint probability of all pose variables X = {x r i }
is given by
where the data association (i j , i j , r j , r j ) for the encounters is known. We assume Gaussian measurement models, as is standard in the SLAM literature. The process model
describes the odometry sensor or scan-matching process, where w r i is a normally distributed zero-mean process noise with covariance matrix Λ r i . The Gaussian measurement equation x
models the encounters between robots, where v j is a normally distributed zero-mean measurement noise with covariance Γ j . We solve the least squares formulation that corresponds to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate X * for the robot trajectories X in (1)
Combining (4) with the measurement models (2) and (3), and choosing covariance Σ for the priors, leads to the following nonlinear least squares problem:
where we use the notation e 2 Σ = e T Σ −1 e for the squared Mahalanobis distance with covariance matrix Σ.
We solve the non-linear least squares problem (5) using the incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) algorithm [1] . If the process models and constraint functions are nonlinear and a good linearization point is not available, nonlinear optimization methods are used, such as the GaussNewton or the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which solve a succession of linear approximations to (5) to approach the minimum. Linearization of measurement equations and subsequent collection of all components in one large linear system yields a standard least squares problem of the form
where the vector θ ∈ R n contains the poses of all robot trajectories, where n is the number of variables. The matrix A ∈ R m×n is a large, but sparse measurement Jacobian, with m the number of measurements, and b ∈ R m is the right-hand side vector. iSAM solves this equation by QR factorization of the measurement Jacobian
where R ∈ R n×n is the upper triangular square root information matrix (note that the information matrix is given by R T R = A T A) and Q ∈ R m×m is an orthogonal matrix, that is not explicitly stored in practice. Instead, the righthand side vector b is modified accordingly during the QR factorization to obtain d ∈ R n . The solution is then obtained by backsubstitution
To avoid refactoring an increasingly large measurement Jacobian each time a new measurement arrives, iSAM modifies the existing factorization to include the new measurement rows. The key to efficiency is to keep the square root information matrix sparse, which requires choosing a suitable variable ordering. iSAM periodically reorders the variables according to some heuristic and performs a batch factorization that also includes a relinearization of the measurement equations. More details can be found in [1] .
B. Multiple Relative Pose Graphs
Initialization is a major problem of the approach to multirobot mapping described so far. If we do not have an encounter at the beginning of the sequence, such as c 1 in the example in Fig. 2b , then we have a gauge freedom on the second trajectory. The gauge freedom requires us to also anchor the second robot trajectory using a prior. However, we do not have a good initial estimate for that prior before we obtain a first encounter. Therefore, any choice is likely to conflict with the first encounter once that is added. Removing the prior at that point is also problematic, as the variable estimates can be far from a good linearization point, with the likely consequence of getting stuck in a local minimum.
To solve the initialization problem, we introduce the concept of an anchor. The anchor Δ r for robot trajectory r specifies the offset of the complete trajectory with respect to a global coordinate frame. That is, we keep the individual pose graphs in their own local frame, which is typically anchored at the origin with a prior, as shown in Fig. 2c . Poses are transformed to the global frame by Δ r ⊕ x r i , where we use the notation ⊕ from Lu and Milios [23] for pose composition. When operating in the 2D plane, composing a pose b with a difference (odometry) d is defined as
and the reverse transformation expresses p locally in the frame of b (odometry from b to p)
The formulation of encounter measurements in the relative formulation differ from the global frame, as they now involve the anchors. As shown in Fig. 2c , the encounter now references the anchor nodes of both pose graphs. That makes sense, because the encounter is a global measure between the two trajectories, but the pose variables of each trajectory are specified in the robot's own local coordinate frame. 
Our concept of relative pose graphs generalizes well to a larger number of robot trajectories. An example with three pose graphs is shown in Fig. 2d . Note that the number of anchor nodes depends only on the number of robot trajectories. Note however that the overall system again faces a gauge freedom that is resolved by adding a prior to one of the anchor nodes. In practice, we therefore only add anchor nodes once they are needed, and add a prior to the first one that is added.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We illustrate the performance of our technique with a variety of data sets, including a publicly available multirobot laser data set and a laser data set acquired jointly by a helicopter and a ground robot. An overview of the properties of the data sets is given in Table I . For our experiments, we use a scan matcher that remembers a short history of scans corresponding to key frames, fits contours to the data, and for a new scan, finds a globally optimal alignment within a given search region. For our results, we show plots of the laser measurements instead of evidence grids, as evidence grids can sometimes hide inaccuracies of the map, such as a duplication of a wall.
A. Stata Center Data Set
We present results based on recorded data from the third floor of our building, the Stata Center. The building shape differs from traditional office buildings, yielding its own challenges for robot mapping. The data was recorded with a single robot, and is here split into two segments that are assumed to be created by independent robots. We omitted several scans around the cutting point to ensure the trajectories are independent. Encounters between robots (black lines) as well as loop closing constraints (red lines) within a trajectory are generated by scan matching. For the first encounter, we search the best matching scans. After that, an encounter is added if the robots are within 4m from each other, and more than 85% of the scans overlap. Fig. 3 shows the map created by our algorithm as well as the encounters. Fig. 4 shows that the final square root information matrix is indeed sparse, with 19633 entries for a matrix of side length 2646, yielding 7.4 entries per column. Fig. 5 shows how the uncertainty of the origin of the second pose graph in the global reference frame (also the origin of the first 
B. Fort AP Hill Data Set
We have applied our algorithm to a publicly available multi-robot data set recorded at Fort AP Hill, with the results shown in Fig. 6 . This data set was obtained from the Robotics Data Set Repository (Radish) [24] . Three robots travel through the same building on different routes, covering different parts of the building, but with significant overlap, as shown by the maps of the individual robots in Fig. 6a .
The data set includes encounter information based on fiducials, however, since all the robots start at the same position of the map (bottom right) there are only few encounters later, and we used scan matching instead to define encounters. Encounters are defined based on the same criteria as for the previous data set.
Our algorithm produced the combined map shown in Fig. 6b . We show a 3D view of the planar map in Fig. 6c with the encounters as vertical black lines between robot trajectories plotted by using time as elevation.
C. Loading Dock Data Set
Results for cooperative mapping between a quadrotor helicopter and a ground robot are shown in Fig. 8 . This heterogeneous setup allows mapping of areas that are not fully accessible to either type of robot. While the ground robot can easily get into smaller spaces that are problematic for the helicopter, the helicopter can fly over obstacles and cross discontinuities in the floor level. The helicopter setup, control and 2D scan matching is described in our previous work [25] . We performed our experiment in the underground loading dock of the Stata Center that provides continuous hallways and spaces for the ground robot, and a large lower level that is accessible to the helicopter.
Encounters are found using vision to determine inter-robot observations. A checker board on the ground robot was detected from a camera on the helicopter. As the derived relative pose information is noisy, we used scan matching, both to refine the estimate, and to eliminate false positives.
The individual maps generated from the ground robot and the helicopter are shown in Fig. 8a . The complete map shown in Fig. 8b overlaid on a floor plan obtained from MIT facilities shows strong correlation between the learned map and ground truth. This paper is published together with a video of the actual experiment and the map building process.
We compare convergence speed between the relative and the global parameterization in Fig. 7 . The results show that the relative formulation requires less iterations until the residual falls below a threshold (here 10 −4 ). For iSAM we performed batch optimization every 100 steps, and in most cases a single iteration (reordering and relinearization) was sufficient for the relative formulation, while the global formulation required about twice as many iterations.
IV. CONCLUSION This paper has presented a new extension to iSAM for multi-robot mapping, with the following properties:
• The algorithm solves the full multi-robot nonlinear SLAM optimization problem in real-time.
• The algorithm provides fast convergence to the global solution, while preserving efficient access to covariances. • The algorithm accommodates multiple uncertain encounters between robots.
• The algorithm preserves consistency, even in situations with cycles in the graph of encounters.
The algorithm has been validated experimentally using several real data sets, demonstrating improved convergence speed in comparison to using a global parameterization. Our experimental results include indoor cooperative mapping by a ground robot and a helicopter using visual encounters.
Our relative formulation avoids the need to adjust individual pose graphs when they are combined. This is achieved using anchor nodes, which are mathematically equivalent to the "base nodes" first introduced by Ni et al. in the different context of large-scale batch submapping with the Tectonic SAM algorithm [2] . Using these anchor nodes, as soon as robots encounter one another, all the past data from each robot is available to other robots immediately in a common reference frame; there is no need to adjust each pose graph or to reprocess previous data that another robot has acquired. When the first encounter occurs, the pose graphs for the respective robots are not modified at all and only the anchor nodes change; when subsequent encounters occur, information can propagate between the two pose graphs similar to the single robot loop closing case.
Our approach does not at present take into account any issues of communication bandwidth constraints between robots. Nerurkar et al. [26] investigated methods for managing communication cost and limiting complexity for large multi-robot teams performing cooperative localization using a distributed conjugate gradient optimization. In future work, it would be interesting to explore the impact of communication constraints on the algorithm presented in this paper.
The technique described here is anticipated to be beneficial for long-term persistent mapping, enabling the accumulation of large databases of relative pose graphs acquired over a robot's lifetime. This will require the development of appropriate techniques for dealing with long-term changes in the environment. Another challenge for future research is to incorporate partial constraints, such as range only or bearing only measurements, for the robot-to-robot encounters.
